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Essenism correspond exactly to the obligations imposed upon
themselves by the Pythagoreans, whose school presents the
characteristics of a church. These essential elements included
the original beliefs, the conception of the world and of life, the
determination of cardinal virtues, the principles of fraternal
solidarity within a closed community, rules of conduct for an
ascetic society, religious rituals and ceremonies of purification,
as well as certain peculiar customs such as the objection to the
oath and the rule of silence. Hence a Pythagorean community
at Alexandria might have furnished the model which, trans-
ported to Palestine about a half-century before the Christian
era, might there have been adopted to Jahwism in the form
of the Essene movement. It may be admitted that the points
of resemblance stressed by Levy are beyond dispute. Neverthe-
less, the dogmatic conclusion which he deduces from them by no
means follows so obviously as he would have us suppose. Grant-
ing that Pythagoreanism was indeed the ultimate source whence
Essenism substantially developed, there is nothing to prove
that it was the immediate one, nor that the stream flowed into
Palestine through an Alexandrian channel. Several Essene
customs, whether derived or not in the first place from Pytha-
gorean usages, which must themselves have had an origin,
recur in other Oriental cults. Thus, the veneration paid by
the Essenes to the sun 1 suggests the influence of some syncre-
tistic solar cult.2 At the same time it should not be forgotten
that scholars of the first rank have not only denied the direct
influence of Pythagoreanism upon Essene doctrine,3 but have
regarded as improbable, even unthinkable, any direct influence
of Greek philosophy and theology on Palestine.4
Neither the variety of aspects under which Essenism can be
considered, nor the very diversity of its points of contact with
other religious organizations, which the study of it shows to
exist, favours a simple explanation of its origin. I have the
impression that we are here concerned rather with a spontaneous
combination of several influences emanating from different
quarters and operating essentially on the level of popular life,
1	Jos., B.J"., ii, 8, 5 ; ii, 8, 9.
2	This is  Dolger's hypothesis  in  Sol Salutis,  Minister,  1920,  36,
and Der Heilige Fisch, Minister,  1922, 97.    He tries to explain the
resemblances between neo-Pythagoreanism and the cult of the Essenes
by reference to a Sonnenkult that exerted an influence on both.
3	CCLIH, 458 ff
4	CCLXXVin, ii, S99 ;  CCCVHI, 191, n. 2.    The former believes that
the cult developed spontaneously in this direction on Jewish soil;  the
latter suggests rather that Josephus has  arbitrarily  Hellenized the
Essenes.

